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Learning Objectives

Establish healthcare’s “call to 
action” around data and define the 
discipline of data governance

Establish consensus around data 
governance guiding principles

Identify the scope, scale, 
accountabilities and authorities of 
successful data governance 
initiatives 

Enumerate the people and 
organizational imperatives critical 
to success with data governance



AGENDA

 Call to Action

 Data Governance Defined

 Guiding Principles for Successful Data Governance

 Operationalizing Data Governance

 Discussion and Wrap Up



Healthcare Data and 
Information LandscapeHealthcare’s Call to Action



TITLE



Title

Where do your business-critical data 
reside across the enterprise?

What action characterizes the various 
data/info sharing relationship we have 
– create, share, transmit, store, 
dispose?

Data 101: The Data Footprint

How much new data does your 
organization create in a day? From 
which systems? Who creates it?

Are the data consistent within and 
across the enterprise?

Can you generate performance 
improvement through data insights?

Is data risk understood and actively 
managed?

Where do data/info flow, internally and 
externally? How often? To whom? How 
are they used?



Title

Are the data/info “fit” for their intended 
purpose?

Where does data/info flow, internally 
and externally? How often? How is it 
used?

Do we collect and retain the right 
information to support the 
organization? 

Data 101: The Data Footprint

What types of data/info should be 
under our watch – ePHI, PHI, 
company-sensitive? 

Can we find specific data sets when 
we need them?

How do we manage “special handling” 
requirements for data/info based on 
regulatory requirements?

How do we manage data/info retention 
and destruction?



Lofty Ambitions.  Tactical Urgency.

Cost of Care Quality, Decision 
Support and Outcomes Population Health Personalized Medicine Care Management & 

Patient Engagement

Research Patient Experience Digital Transformation Regulatory Compliance Patient Safety



Data Governance Defined



TitleData Governance Defined

Data Governance is 
the decision-making 
process and practices 
that prioritize 
investments, allocate 
resources, and 
measure results to 
ensure that data is 
managed and 
deployed to support 
the needs of 
organization.



Drivers and Benefits
What is driving organizations to implement data governance and what are the expected benefits?

01

02

03

Ensure data’s fitness for the intended purpose and
foster data trustworthiness

Data Quality

Customer Satisfaction
A data-enabled workforce and partner ecosystem -
focused on ease of use, the ability to share data and 
speed to data access – breeds satisfaction

Efficiency
Understand data footprint, establish standards for
data management, coordinate across projects

Analytics
Enable the analytics engine and advance analytics 
capabilities to generate performance 
improvement, revenue creation and competitive 
advantage 

Decision-Making 
Decision‐making is enabled and accelerated as the 
velocity at which data is available and can be 
interpreted increases

Reputation Management
Respond to regulatory requirements and 
manage data risk



Operationalizing Data Governance 



The Enterprise Information Journey



Data Governance Program Roadmap

Conduct a 
Current 
State 
Assessment 
Against a 
Framework 
of Choice 

Choose 
Desired 
Model of 
Data 
Governance

Establish 
the cultural 
tone for 
data

Adopt a 
Framework 
and Adapt for 
Selected 
Data 
Governance 
Model

Document  
Data Strategy

Design and 
Build Core  
People and 
Org 
Structures

Document 
Charters 
and 
Program 
Plan

A People/Organizational Infrastructure-First Approach
A Use Case(s)-Based Soft Launch

A Phased Implementation 

Soft 
Launch:  
Scenarios 
and 
Validation

Implement 
in Phases:

Responsive
Proactive
Expansive

Report on 
Program 
Plan

Validate DG 
Model and 
Pivot as 
needed

Renew 
Program 
Plan



Title

Establish the scope…enterprise? 
randomly-selected departments? 
specific target departments?

Identify and benchmark current 
capabilities, issues and needs

Anticipate varied performance across 
departments

Current State Assessment

Choose a framework...this does not 
need to be “the one”…but start with 
something referenceable

Are environmental conditions 
favorable for data governance?

Make a “go” or “no-go” decision and 
document rationale



Choosing a Model
How much governance do we need?

What is the right model for us?

Convene the sponsoring executive or 
steering committee and explore these 
models

Have as many conversations as needed to 
gain consensus for the governance model of 
choice

Everything you build should flow from this 
critical starting point



Title

Guiding Principles

Executive Sponsorship

Strategic Alignment = Enterprise 
Strategic Plan Objectives

Corporate Communications

Set and Sustain the Cultural 
Tone

Data Vision as a part of 
Organizational Mission 

Workforce Awareness, Education and 
Training

”Partners in Care” Engagement



Guiding Principles
Like any other programmatic effort, you have to “plant some flags”



Title

Set priorities, establish boundaries 
and guard rails

Foundational References

Translate idea and hypotheticals into 
action

Adopt a Framework and 
Document Data Strategy



Data Governance Frameworks
Lots of them. Varying in scope and complexity. All tied to a maturity model. 

Why are frameworks valuable?

 Chart the course from “as is” to 
“should/will be”

 Set expectations across the enterprise

 Establish a plan – what is feasible now, 
iterations/evolutions

 Provide the context for measuring 
progress 



We created clarityDG after 
reviewing almost every 
available framework for data 
governance, information 
governance, data 
management and data 
maturity. 

We adopted the best of what 
they had to offer, addressed 
perceived gaps, and oriented 
it to and for healthcare. 



Title

Data Governance Council

Data Governance Council Committees 
and Work Groups

Stewardship  

Design, Build and Mobilize 
Core People and 

Organizational Structures

Executive Committee

Program Documentation – Charters, 
Program Plan, Guidance, Policies, 
Procedures, Metrics and Measures

Authorities and Accountabilities 
Alignment



Title

Respected  

Data-Curious or Data-Savvy

Influencers

The Data Governance 
Council and its Committees

Council: Broad Functional Representation 
Committees: Specialists 

Well-constructed charters – roles, 
responsibilities, authorities, 
accountabilities

A dedicated strategic and program 
plan



STEWARDSHIP

Successful stewardship:

 aligns the data strategy, 
target governance model 
and data culture

 mobilizes data, business 
and technical contributors 

 prioritizes specialized 
training for contributors

 recognizes contributors and 
fosters communities 

of practice



Title

Progressive Implementation: 
Responsive, Proactive, Expansive

Promotes desired data behaviors 
among workforce and partners in care

Improves the quality of data assets

Program Implementation

Soft Launch: Target Department, 
Framework or Data Domain, Project

Establishes a locus of control and 
expertise around data 

Resolves issues



 Get real about readiness

 Tools and technologies are enablers, not the answer

 Business-led and IT-supported - not the other way around

 Strategic alignment: clarity and transparency around the 
“why”

 Focused Use Cases vs. Big Bang

 Test the framework and assumptions and provide methods 
for continuous feedback and improvement

 Project vs. New Normal: tee up for success

 Know your data and the data landscape 

 Embed the data framework and mobilize people with 
authority and accountability for its implementation

 Measure, Measure, Measure

 Start with the destination in mind – execute for longevity


